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Postage stamps and related objects are miniature communication tools, and they tell a 
story about cultural and political identities and about artistic forms of identity 
expressions. They are part of the world’s material heritage, and part of history. Ever 
more of this postal heritage becomes available online, published by stamp collectors’ 
organizations, auction houses, commercial stamp shops, online catalogues, and 
individual collectors. Virtually collecting postage stamps and postal history has recently 
become a possibility. These working papers about Africa are examples of what can be 
done. But they are work-in-progress! Everyone who would like to contribute, by sending 
corrections, additions, and new area studies can do so by sending an email message to 
the APH editor: Ton Dietz (dietzaj@asc.leidenuniv.nl). You are welcome! 
 
Disclaimer: illustrations and some texts are copied from internet sources that are publicly available. All 
sources have been mentioned. If there are claims about the copy rights of these sources, please send an 
email to asc@asc.leidenuniv.nl, and, if requested, those illustrations will be removed from the next version 
of the APH paper concerned.  
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Introduction: Ascension Island 
    
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ascension_Island#/media/File:Flag_of_Ascension_Island.svg  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ascension_Island#/media/File:Coat_of_Arms_of_Ascension_Island.svg  
“Ascension Island is an isolated volcanic island, 7°56' south of the Equator in the South Atlantic 
Ocean. It is about 1,600 kilometres … from the coast of Africa and 2,250 kilometres … from the coast 
of Brazil. It is governed as part of the British Overseas Territory of Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan 
da Cunha, of which the main island, Saint Helena, is around 1,300 kilometres … to the southeast. The 
territory also includes the sparsely-populated Tristan da Cunha archipelago, some 3,730 kilometres …  
to the south, about halfway to the Antarctic Circle. The island is named after the day of its recorded 
discovery, Ascension Day. It was an important safe haven and coaling station to mariners and for 
commercial airliners during the days of international air travel by flying boats. During World War II it 
was an important naval and air station, especially providing antisubmarine warfare bases in the 




profiles-2/africa/ascension/: “ Ascension is an island located in the southern Atlantic Ocean. 
Ascension is discovered in the 16th century by the Portuguese. In 1815, the British take possession of 
Ascension to prevent the French from taking the island. The French might use Ascension as a staging 
ground to liberate Napoleon Bonaparte, who is confined on St. Helena from 1815 until 1822. The 
British establish a base on Ascension and the island, at the time, is administered as a British colony by 
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the admiralty. In 1922, Ascension is made a dependency of St. Helena. Ascension being an important 
relay point in international telecommunication the effective administration of the island is put in the 
hands of the Eastern Telegraph Company until 1964. In 2009, the status of the dependencies of St. 
Helena – Tristan da Cunha became a dependency of St. Helena in 1938 – is leveled with that of St. 
Helena itself when the British overseas territory of St. Helena, Ascension & Tristan da Cunha is 
formed. Ascension has long played a role in as a relay station in  international communication 
networks and does so to this day. The island also hosts a space tracking station and an air force base 
that was extensively used during the Falklands War. Postal history Ascension. On Ascension the 
stamps of Great Britain have been used since 1867. From 1922, stamps have been issued for 
Ascension. The first issues being overprints on Saint Helena stamps, the first definitives being issued 
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“Ascension is primarily a site for British and American military, satellite tracking, and communication 
activities. It is the only island of the three (St. Helena, Ascension, and Tristan da Cunha) with an 
airport and regularly receives military planes from England, the United States, the Falkland Islands, 
and Recife, Brazil. Ascension's first residents were British soldiers posted there during the exile of 
Napoleon to St. Helena. Today, several hundred "Saints" live and work on Ascension with expatriates. 
The postal history of Ascension arguably begins with covers franked with the Victorian issues of Great 
Britain and cancelled with Ascension cancels. Ascension's first adhesive stamps were the 1912-1922 
stamps of St. Helena overprinted "ASCENSION" in red or black. Ascension's first stamps were issued 
in 1924…”. https://www.shatps.org/our-3-islands.html  
Postage stamps 
Prior to 1922  
“Early days. Originally mail was carried on an irregular basis as ships called. A datestamp was in use 
from February 1858, and in 1863 the Union Steamship Co. began regular carriage of mail, continuing 
until 1977. On 3 March 1867 British postage stamps became valid for Ascension mail and continued 
in use until 1922, when Ascension became a dependency of Saint Helena. On 2 November 1922, nine 
stamps of St. Helena overprinted "ASCENSION" replaced British stamps. These were followed up in 
1924 by a series of 12 using the St. Helena design but inscribed for Ascension. In 1934 a pictorial 
series of ten engraved stamps depicted various views of the island”. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postage_stamps_and_postal_history_of_Ascension_Island  
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“This island in the Atlantic Ocean was first discovered on Ascension Day 1501 by a Portuguese 
navigator Joao da Nova. In remained uninhabited till 1815 when Britain took possession and sent a 
small garrison there. British stamps were used on the island from 3 March 1867 until December 
1922”. http://www.stampdomain.com/country/ascension/  




45.2691: “..entire letter to Aberdeen, Scotland, written on board H.M.S. WOLVERINE, dated “At Sea 
22nd April 1839.” and “Ascension 25th April, we arrived here this morning and sail again for the 
Congo.” A '4/-' in manuscript is on the front of the letter, paying a Ship Letter 1/4d and Cowes to 
Aberdeen 2/8d. (Full break down of these charges on the back of the card) On the back of the letter 
is a red boxed 'SHIP LETTER COWES' and a LONDON JUN 13 1839 datestamp. Interesting contents 
including “from Gibraltar we made Sierra Leone in very few days” and '”Captured a Portuguese 
schooner with 90 slaves on board”. A rare and very interesting letter recounting life on an anti -slave 
ship”. [David Morrison Auctions].  
1867: Victoria 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/17/8179.jpg:  “Ascension: 1867 1d. 
privilege envelope to Devonport, endorsed ''From J. Clark Boiler Maker Ascension'', countersigned 
''John Hawkins for'' ''Com Officer'' and endorsed ''stamped'' at lower left, bearing 1864-79 1d. pl. 74 
SB cancelled ''250'' on arrival, with good central ''ASCENSION/A/DE 2/67'' c.d.s and fine Dec. 22 Cape 




12.1655 : “1867 envelope to England endorsed at the top 'from John Clarke, Boilermaker, Ascension' 
and signed 'John Hawkins, for Commanding Officer' to get the 1d sailors concession rate. An 
ASCENSION AU 2 67 datestamp is on the front along with a 1d, Plate 78, that has been cancelled by 
the numeral 250 of Davenport on arrival. On the reverse is a Davenport Cape & Packet 22 AU 67 
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datestamp. A few minor cover faults, but a rare early Ascension Island envelope. Sismondo Cert.”. 
[David Morrison Auctions]. 





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/115/7395.jpg:  “Ascension: 1871 
(Jan. 16) envelope to London (damaged at top), part endorsement ''... ion where were no stamps/ ... 
3rd January 1871'', with Ascension c.d.s. and sender's note ''Lt. H.W. Clarke/R.E.'' below, two London 
receiving marks on the reverse, scarce. Brandon certificate (2000)”.  






http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/127/16188.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: A selection of the 1887-92 issue used in Ascension, comprising … 5d., 6d., 
1s., … mixed condition but mainly fine strikes”. 
1897: Cover to 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/127/7397.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: 1897 (Jan. 26) cover to Sheerness, franked by 1881 1d. lilac and 1887-92 
21/2d., tied by poor to good Ascension c.d.s's, some staining, otherwise fine”. 
1898: Victoria 
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569174.5254&row_nr=4: “ Ascension: Great Britain used in Ascension: 1881 1d. lilac used on 1898 
(Aug. 18) envelope to Portsmouth with type Z2 c.d.s., from "C.T. Johnson, writer, I of Ascension", 
signed by commanding officer for concessionary rate, with Plymouth Ship letter Sept. 1 marking on 






http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/124/16414.jpg : Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: A selection, comprising 1887-92 1/2d. pair, “…”.  
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/127/16189.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/127/16191.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: 1900 1s. green and carmine used with neat upright Sept. 22 190-? code A 
c.d.s., diagonal crease, otherwise fine. S.G. Z20”.  
1900: Local cover 
 
 
http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/73/7092.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension, 1900 (Jan. 16) envelope used locally, bearing 1887-92 1/2d., 1d., 2d., 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/81/9258.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain 1887-92 1s. green with very good ""ASCENSION/A/AP 18/01"" c.d.s., a little washed and slight 
buckle at top, scarce. S.G. Z18”.  
1902 (and 1911) Covers to England 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/126/9071.jpg: “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: 1902 to 1930, selection of covers and cards in varied condition incl. 1902 
to Gosport franked 1d. lilac, … 1911 registered cover.. to England, .. bearing 1902-11 1d., 4d. 
(vertically bisected) and 5d., …” 





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/129/16297.jpg : “Ascension: 1902, 
two picture postcards to England franked 1902-10 1d., ''Views of ramps...'' (Attwood no. 6) to Truro 
and ''St Mary's Church, Ascension'' (unlisted by Attwood) to Kent”.  
1903: Cover to England 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/127/7120.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension, 1903 (Dec. 16) Q.V. 1d. reply card outward half, addressed to B. Frederick 
Hounsell Dammers in Bridport, Dorset, carried on board Union Castle S.S. ''Doune Castle''.”.  
1904: Cover to England 
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2.3648 : “1904 postcard 'Wideawake Fair, Ascension Island' addressed to the U.K. redirected to 
London. Franked G.B. 1d adhesive tied "ASCENSION" c.d.s. 'FE 14 04'”. [Chris Rainey Auctions].  
1906: Cover to London. Ascension cancellation on EVII stamp UK 
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1907: Cover to England 
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30.979 : “1907 double weight cover to England bearing a block of four ½d's cancelled ASCENSION AU 
11 7. A Halifax SP 7 07 arrival c.d.s. is on the back”. [David Morrison Auctions]. 





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/122/9902.jpg : “Ascension: 1909 
picture postcard of George Town addressed most unusually to Seychelles franked G.B. K.E.VII 1d. tied 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/129/16298.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension, 1902-11 1d. pair (one stamp with a few shortish. perfs), 2d., and 9d. 






http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/129/16696.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension, 1902-11 2d. (2) used with slightly oily type Z2 c.d.s's on piece, one stamp 
with one or two minor imperfections, otherwise fine” 
1911: Ascension to England 
 
 
http://www.stampdomain.com/country/ascension/: “an item from Embassy Philatelists Spring 2004 
retail list” 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/126/16596.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: 1911 (June 2) large piece bearing 1902-11 6d. vertically bisected, tied 




http://www.stampdomain.com/country/ascension/: “an item from Embassy Philatelists June/July 
2008 retail list”. 
1912: Victoria still in use 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/127/7499.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: 1912 (July 20) envelope to England, franked by 1887-92 1/2d. vermilion 
(2), tied by good to fine Ascension code B c.d.s's, a few cover faults”. 
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569305.7571&row_nr=7 : “Ascension: Great Britain used in Ascension: 1912-22 11/2d., two strips of 
three used on piece with type Z3 c.d.s"s, mainly, fine. S.G. Z41”. [Grosvenor Auctions]. 




1.2613 : “1913 envelope franked 1d 'Downey' adhesive tied "ASCENSION" c.d.s. 'JA 2 13'; addressed 
to Harrogate”. [Chris Rainey Auctions].  
1913: Cover to the USA 
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4.6265: “1913 Pre-printed envelope to USA franked GB KGV ½d &1d pair all tied tied by superb 
Ascension cds's JA 25. Fresh, attractive cover”. [Filat AG Auctions]. 






http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/129/16695.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: 1902-11 6d. and 1s. used with neat upright type Z2 c.d.s's on piece, 1s. 
with shortish perf. at right, otherwise fine. S.G. Z30”, 
1913: Cover to England, with GV 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/129/16299.jpg : “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: 1912-22 21/2d. pair used on 1913 (Oct. 7) cover to Harrogate with fine 
type Z2 Ascension c.d.s's, flap missing. S.G. Z43”.  




.8716 : “1913 KGV GB 7d green used on piece cancelled ASCENSION B ( ) 19 blue s/l CENSORED at 
left”. [Victoria Stamp Company Auction]. 
1913: Cover to England, with GV 
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4.1063 : “1913 envelope franked marginal control 'A.12' block of four GB 1½d adhesives tied 
"ASCENSION" c.d.s. '11 AU 13'; addressed to Harrogate”. [Chris Rainey Auctions].  
1915: Cover to England, censored, GV 
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2.7904 : “1915 censored envelope to London franked G.B. 1d tied "ASCENSION" c.d.s. '21 AU 15'. 
Straight-line "CENSORED" struck in blue-black. Back flap is missing”. [Chris Rainey Auctions].  
1916, Censored cover to England 
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11.0985 : “1916 censored envelope to London franked with a pair of G.B. ½d's, correctly paying the 
1d rate, cancelled by two strikes of the ASCENSION OC 19 16 datestamp. A straight line 'CENSORED' 
handstamp is at the upper left with the censors' initials in red above it”. [Chris Rainey Auctions]. 
1916: GV 
 
http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/126/9070.jpg: “Ascension: Great 
Britain used in Ascension: 1912-22 1/2d. green block of twelve (6 x 2) tied to piece by ten fair to fine 
strikes of type Z2 ''B/17 FE/16'' c.d.s., scarce. …. S.G. Z39”.  
1916: Cover to London, with GV 
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30.4051 : “1916 censored envelope to London bearing a G.B. 1d cancelled ASCENSION AP 1 16. A 
'CENSORED' handstamp is on the front of the cover with the censors' initials in pencil above. On the 
back across the backflap is a blue embossed 'ASCENSION'”. [David Morrison Auctions].  
1916: Censored cover to London, with GV 
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4.7917 : “1916 CENSORED LETTER envelope franked GB KGV 3d (corner defect), registered to 
London, the adhesive clearly tied by Ascension cds OC 24. Shows at top left in blue, the large single 
line CENSORED handstamp duly initialled in pencil. Also affixed, the registration label #3 struck with 
the departure cds and initialled. Backstamped on arrival 14 NO”. [Filat AG Auctions].  
1916: GV, cover to Argentina, opened by censor under martial law 
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3015:  “: “…Ascension Envelope ex M.V. “Durban Castle” Sent to England Bearing Three 1d KGVI 
Adhesives Tied CDS SG 39d…”. [Compustamp auction]. 
1917: Cover to England, GV, passed censor 
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9.214 : “Ascension: Great Britain used in Ascension: 1917 (Aug. 7) cover to Hampshire with fine strike 
of "PASSED CENSOR,/ASCENSION" initalled "HSW" alongside, franked by 1912-22 6d. tied by 
"ASCENSION/A/AU 7/17". [Grosvenor Auctions]. 
Ca 1917: George V, censored 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/18/8211.jpg:  “Ascension: World War 
I censored cover to U.S.A., franked G.B. 1d. strip of three cancelled by two good strikes of Ascension 
c.d.s. with dates unclear, straight line ''CENSORED'' in blue at left”. 
1916-1920 cancellations on GB GV 
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7.308 : “GB USED IN ASCENSION: Lovely group of six KGV values ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d, 2½d & 3d (SG Z39, 
Z40, Z41, Z42, Z43 & Z44) all crisply cancelled with cds's as per scan. Wonderfully attractive colourful 
representative assembly, scarce”. [Filat AG Auctions].  
Ascension as a British dependency of St Helena: Own postage stamps from 
1922 onwards.  
King George V: 1922-1936 
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https://www.kelleherauctions.com/lotphotos_SAN/727/715680N2.jpg   




“Ascension. 1922 (2 Nov.) on St. Helena, ½d. to 1/- with 2d. showing variety line through "postage", 
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all neatly cancelled on two Alfredo Lorenz envelopes registered to Trieste; fine and a rare pair. S.G. 1-
3, 4a, 5, 6, 9”. [Spink London auction 19045]. 




“ASCENSION. 1923. Registered cover to OXFORD bearing 1922 1/2 d., 2x 1 d., 1 1/2 d. and 2 d. (SG 1-
4) tied by ASCENSION cds´s, with registered LONDON transit datestamp on reverse of scarce cover” 
[Soler y Llach auction, 735th auction].  
1924: Cover to England 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/116/7195.jpg : “Ascension: 1922 
1/2d. and 11/2d. both marginal with plate numbers, fine used on 1924 (Mar. 15) cover to London 
(slightly reduced at left). S.G. 1, 3”. 
1924: Postcard of the Gardens Green Mountain, with stamps of 1922. 
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9.482 : “1924 photographic postcard 'The Gardens,Green Mountain, Ascension. with message 
addressed to Nice France. Franked on the picture side 2 x 1/2d adhesives overprinted 'ASCENSION' 
tied "ASCENSION" c.d.s. 'AU 28 24'” [Chris Rainey Auctions].  




http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/46/8011.jpg : “Ascension: .. 
overprinted ''SPECIMEN''.. 
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https://www.philasearch.com/en/i_9610_1854/1735_Ascension/9610-
M203473.html?set_sprache=en&suchtext=ascension&page=12&row_nr=276&breadcrumbId=15786
62480.2457 : “Ascension SG13c 2d Variety Cleft Rock M/Mint (light gum bend)”. [Mark Bloxham 
Stamps Auction].  
https://www.philasearch.com/en/i_9610_1281/1735_Ascension/9610-
M199248.html?set_sprache=en&suchtext=ascension&page=12&row_nr=278&breadcrumbId=15786
62609.9357 : “Ascension SG10a 1/2d Grey-black and Black Broken Mainmast Very Fine M/Mint” 
[Mark Bloxham Stamps Auction].  
https://www.philasearch.com/en/i_9610_1853/1735_Ascension/9610-
M203472.html?set_sprache=en&suchtext=ascension&page=11&row_nr=273&breadcrumbId=15786
63763.7458 : “Ascension SG12d 1 1/2d Variety Broken Scroll M/Mint”. [Mark Bloxham Stamps 
Auction]. 
1926: Cover to South Africa 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/116/6123.jpg : “Ascension: 1926 
(Aug. 30) registered envelope to South Africa, bearing 1924-33 1c. upper right plate block of four and 
4d. single tied neat c.d.s's, with Transvaal arrival on reverse, crayon through two 1d. and the 4d., 
otherwise fine”. 
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569451.0203&row_nr=9: “Ascension: 1928 (Nov. 7) registered envelope to Dartmouth bearing 1924-
33 5d. and 2s. tied neat registered oval, flap missing”. [Grosvenor Auctions] 




1932: Cover to England 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/129/16712.jpg : “Ascension: 1932, 
the 'Hopcraft' correspondence, a series of long letters (with envelopes variously franked) written by 
the new manager of the Eastern Telegraph company (Cable & Wireless) to his wife in London. The 
letters give a vivid account of life on the island and asks his wife to bring supplies (including a piano) 
when she comes out to join him”.  
1932: Cover to the USA 
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966:  “ASCENSION. 1932. Registered cover to the USA franked by 1924 2 d. grey black and grey, and 
marginal 1927 5 d. purple and olive green (SG 13, 15d) tied by oval registered ASCENSION 
datestamps via SOUTHAMPTON to PHILADELPHIA”. [Soler Y Llach Auction].  
1934: Cover to England 
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http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/116/7193.jpg : “Ascension: 1924-33 
2d. grey-black and grey with 'broken mainmast', fine used on 1934 (May 15) envelope to England, 
scarce. S.G. 13a”. 
1934: New Definitives GV 
 
http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/15/3056.jpg: “Ascension: 1934 
11/2d. coloured die proof in black and ultramarine on wove paper (72 x 45mm), the frame and 
vignette unusually struck out of register. S.G. 23 P”.  
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: “Ascension: 1934 5d. completed die proof on wove paper (63 x 44mm), in 
black and blue as per the issued stamp, with the usual printer's incisions clear 




http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/50/7678.jpg : “Ascension: 1934 … 
perforated ''SPECIMEN''… 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/109/8583.jpg: “Ascension: 1934 2d. 
black and orange showing 'teardrops' flaw, fine used. S.G. 24a”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 




http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/124/16418.jpg : “Ascension: 1934 
8d. black and sepia variety 'teardrops' flaw [R. 4/5], mint, toned gum and one or two very minor perf. 









http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/116/6121.jpg : “Ascension: 1934 
2s.6d. block of four used on 1934 (Sept. 3) registered envelope to U.S.A. with oval registration 
datestamps, fine”. 
1934: Cover from Ascension to the USA 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/120/16010.jpg : “Ascension: 1934 
1d. black and emerald with 'teardrops flaw' mint (toned gum), and 2d. black and orange showing the 
same variety used on 1933 registered cover with the 1/2d. to 1s., some tone spots”.  
1935 Silver Jubilee GV 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/35/9319.jpg : “1935 Silver Jubilee 
Issues: Ascension: 11/2d. to 1s. set of four perforated ''SPECIMEN'' (Samuel type W8) in scarce 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/38/9922.jpg: “1935 Silver Jubilee 
Issues: Ascension: 11/2d. to 1s. set of four on attractive ''Westminster Stamp Co.'' illustrated f.d.c. to 
London. S.G. 31-34”. 
Variety 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







71174.608 : “Ascension SG31I 1935 Silver Jubilee 1 1/2d with Kite and Log Variety M/M Kite and 
Horizontal log. Ex The Caerynn collection”. [Mark Bloxham Auctions].  




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








1937: Cover from Ascension to London 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






(King Edward VIII and) King George VI: 1936-1952 
“In 1938 the pictorials were re-issued with a portrait of George VI replacing his father's image. 






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






: “Ascension: 1937 Coronation .. 3d. imperf. .. perforated ''SPECIMEN'' Samuel 






African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1938: definitives, GVI 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/15/5037.jpg:  “Ascension: 1938-53, a 
set of eleven values comprising Perf. 131/2 1/2d., 6d., 2/6, 5/-, Perf. 13 1d. black and green, 3d., 4d., 
1/-, 10/-, Perf. 14 11/2d. black and rose-carmine, 2d. black and scarlet, each value locally 
handstamped ''SPECIMEN'' in bold sans-serif type and affixed to Post Office notice headed 
''Ascension Postage Stamps'' used to publicize stamps available for sale. S.G. 38, 39d, 40d, 41c, 42b, 




http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/65/7929.jpg : “Ascension: 1938-53 
…, perforated “SPECIMEN”, …” 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











71970.7923 : “Ascension SG41aa 2d black and red-orange Perf 13 MOUNTAINEER FLAW M/M”. 
[Mark Bloxham Stamps].   
https://www.philasearch.com/en/i_9610_1722/1735_Ascension/9610-
M202557.html?set_sprache=en&suchtext=ascension&page=12&row_nr=287&breadcrumbId=15786
62775.0114 : “Ascension SG43ba 6d Black and Blue Perf 13 BOULDER FLAW Fresh M/Mint”. [Mark 
Bloxham Stamps].   
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/67/7990.jpg : “Ascension: 1938-53 
2s.6d. black and deep carmine, Perf. 13, showing “davit” flaw [R. 5/1], mint, fine. S.G. 45ca”.  
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






1938-53, King George VI plate flaws (Scott 40,42,42C,44A,46), comprising ½d black & violet two 
blocks of four, each depicting re-entry in second stamp of the second row (position. 2/2), 1½d black 
& rose carmine three blocks of four, each depicting "Davit" flaw in first stamp of the fifth row 
(position. 5/1, SG 40dda), 1½d black & vermilion block of four & single, each depicting "Davit" flaw 
(position 5/1, SG 40a & 40ba), 3d black & grey block of four with retouches in position. 10/2, 1s black 
& sepia block of six with rightmost vertical pair depicting slight doubling of the value tablet. Highly 
recommended for specialist, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine to Very Fine”.  
1939: Cover to England 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/90/8999.jpg : “Ascension: 1934 1/2d. 
to 5s. set, used on 1939 envelope, registered to London, all tied by oval ''REGISTERED/ASCENSION'' 
datestamps. S.G. 31-30”. 




46.2906 : “1940 censored envelope to the U.S.A. franked with a 4d cancelled Ascension 8 JY 40. The 
envelope has been opened by the censor at the left and resealed with 'Opened By Examiner 6159' 
tape”. [David Morrison Auctions]. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








8.3834 : “1941 censored cover to South Africa franked 3d adhesive tied by "ASCENSION" c.d.s. Crown 
boxed "PASSED XX/...." struck in violet.”. [Chris Rainey Auctions].  
1942: Cover to the USA 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2.7113 : “1942 envelope from APO 877 US 3c tied "US ARMY POSTAL SERVICE APO" c.d.s. 'JUL 22 
1942' Boxed "PASSED U S ARMY CENSOR/ 13001' An early forerunner of the APO 877 cancel”. [Chris 
Rainey Auctions].  
WWII, Cover to London,  censored. Post Office Maritime Mail 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1.2518 : “WWII censored envelope to London franked 3d adhesive tied "POST OFFICE/MARITIME 
MAIL" cachet. Boxed 'Crown/PASSED/XX/..' censor cachet in red initialed 'C.G.J.'.”[Chris Rainey 
Auctions].  
1943: Cover to St. Helena, censored 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







9.0376 : “1943 multi franked censored envelope addressed to St Helena adhesives tied 'ASCENSION' 
c.d.s. '20 De 43' Crown boxed 'PASSED/XX/......' struck in violet. Receiving cancellation on the front. 
Light paper fold, some tone spots”. [Chris Rainey Auctions].  






1944: Cover to the USA 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







5.4514 : “1944 censored cover to the U.S.A. 'Via Miami' From a Corporal in the 1st Composite Sqdn. 
Franked U.S. 6c adhesive tied 'A.P.O. 877' d/s 'JAn 20 1944' With enclosed note 'After receipt of this 
notice do not address any further correspond-ence or mail to me at APO 777, c/o PM, Miami, Florida' 
Boxed censor cachet '13011' initialed. Corner damage at top right on opening”. [Chris Rainey 
Auctions].  
1944: Censored cover to the USA 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







4.8206 : “1944 censored envelope addressed to the USA franked 4d adhesive tied "ASCENSION" c.d.s. 
'18 AU 44'. Boxed 'Crown/PASSED/XX/.......' struck in black. Blank tape at left with '20012' in 
manuscript.”. [Chris Rainey Auctions]. 
1946: Cover to England 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






Year unknown: Cover to England 
 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 














1948: Silver marriage  
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 













African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/31/10301.jpg:  “Ascension: 1951 
envelope to Switzerland, franked by 1938-53 3d. black and grey, with handstruck ''T'', and with Swiss 
15c. used as a postage due, unusual”.  
Ascension postage stamps 1952-1981 as British crown colony under St Helena 
Queen Elizabeth II: 1952 onwards 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 




“A new definitive series of 13 in 1956 resembled the previous stamps, but was a little taller, and used 
maps and pictures of native animals in addition to local scenes. No further stamps were issued until 
1963 when there was a series of 14 featuring birds. From 1963 on, commemorative and special 
issues started to appear more frequently. In the 1990s the typical policy was to issue 5-6 sets per 
year, each consisting of 4–5 designs”. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Postage_stamps_and_postal_history_of_Ascension_Island  





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/75/7009.jpg : “Ascension: 1938-53 
11/2d. black and rose-carmine, Perf. 13, in a block of four, one stamp with ‘davit’ flaw, also two other 
blocks, fine used on 1953 registered cover to England”. 
1953: Coronation 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1955: Cover from Ascension to South Africa, with stamps from 1938 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1957: Visit of the Duke of Edinburgh, with 1956 stamps 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1963: Definitives EII 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/16/1496.jpg: “Ascension: 1963 Birds 
1d. to £1 set, each value locally handstamped ''SPECIMEN'' in bold sans-serif type and affixed to Post 
Office notice (291 x 184mm.) headed ''ASCENSION DEFINITIVE 42/11d per set'' used to publicize 
stamps available for sale and with further costings in various currencies. B.P.A. certificate”.  
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










White-capped-Noddy.-cobalt-ommitted.-UM-(MNH)_6689.html: “white-capped Noddy” .  
1963: Freedom from Hunger 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










8666255.3613 : “Leipziger Frühjahrsmesse 1964 Messesonderflugpost Leipzig-Prag, Zuleitung von der 
Insel Ascension (Himmelfahrtsinsel). Automatically generated translation: Leipzig spring fair 1964 
Messesonderflugpost Leipzig Prague, incoming line from the island Ascension (Ascension)”. [Christ 
Stamps Webshop].  





African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







4.6265 : “BOOKLET: 1963 10/6 buff cover (SG SB1). VF complete, unexploded, sealed. (cv£70). See 
additional image below”. [Filat AG Auctions].  




1965: International Cooperation 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 














1966: Opening of Apollo Communications Satellite Earth Station 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1968: Deep sea fish, 1st series 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/115/5607.jpg : “Ascension: 1968 
Fishes (1st series) handstamped with large sans-serif ''SPECIMEN'' (15 x 3mm) in black and affixed to 
notice card describing issue, price per set and period of issue. A few soiled perfs. This card was used 




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












1969: Royal Navy Crests, 1st series 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1970: Fish, 3d series 
 
https://www.postbeeld.nl/postzegels/land/ascension/page/2  
1971: Decimal currency: Space conquest series 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1972: Royal Naval Crest, 4th series 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1972: 50th anniversary of Shackleton’s death 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1972: Silver wedding 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1973: Royal Navy Crests, 5th series 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1973: Royal wedding Princess Anne 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1974: Birth centenary of Winston Churchill 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1975: Space satellites 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






Satellites.-set-2-values-Vfu._6193.html   





http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/115/5608.jpg : “Ascension: 1975 
Wideawake Airfield miniature sheet of four, each handstamped with large sans-serif ''SPECIMEN'' (15 
x 3mm) in black, affixed to partly illustrated notice card detailing the issue, set and First Day Cover 
price, and period of issue. This card was used as a Post Office Notice and was displayed to publicise 
the stamps available therein. S.G. MS191”. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1975: Apollo-Soyuz link 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/119/9018.jpg  : “Ascension: 1975 
Apollo-Soyuz Link 41/2p. showing OVERPRINT IN RED, RATHER THAN BLACK, fine unmounted mint 
example [R. 3/5]. Accompanied by normal stamp for comparison, photocopy of R.P.S. certificate 
(2015) for block of thirteen, and article from Gibbons Stamp Monthly, Mar. 2017 reporting the 
background and circumstances of discovery of this modern rarity. A pane of 25 was discovered on 
Ascension in 1975, but only the whereabouts of thirteen are currently known, this the first example 
ever to be offered for sale. S.G. 192 var. “.  





African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1976: Cover to England 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1976: Bicentenary of American Revolution 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1977: Silver Jubilee 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/115/5609.jpg: “Ascension: 1977 
Silver Jubilee set with the sets of St. Helena and Tristan da Cunha each handstamped with large sans-
serif ''SPECIMEN'' (15 x 3mm) in black, affixed to card detailing the issue, period of sale, price per set 
and First Day Cover (except Tristan da Cunha). Tristan has small peripheral defects, others are fine. 
This card was used as a Post Office Notice and was displayed to publicise the stamps available 
therein. S.G. 222-4, 332-4, 212-4 respectively”. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1977: Centenary of visit of Professor Gill 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1978: 25th anniversary of Coronation 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1978: Cover St Helena Shipping Service, with stamps of 1976 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1979: Ascension Day 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1979: Cover to Scotland, with stamps of 1976 and 1979 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1980: Ferns and grasses 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1980: Cover to England 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1980: 150th anniversary of the Royal Geographical Society 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







Ascension postage stamps 1981-2002 as British Dependent Territory under St 
Helena 




1981: Second space shuttle launch 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








1981: Flowers, No imprint date 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 














African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1981: 25th anniversary of Duke of Edinburgh Award 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1982: 150th anniversary of Charles Darwin’s voyage 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 













African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1983: Anniversary of manned flight British Military Aircraft 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1983: Sea shells 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 













African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1984: New Coinage 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1985: Guns of Ascension Island 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1985: Wild Flowers 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1986: Cover with coin and 1984 stamp 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1986: Appearance of Halley’s Comet 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 














African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1986: Ships of the Royal Navy 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1986: Cover to the USA, OHMS, without stamp 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1987: Edible bush fruits 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1987: Insects, 1st series. Butterflies 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1987: Ruby wedding 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











http://www.grosvenorauctions.com/dyn_pages/stamp_images/47/10135.jpg : “Ascension: … 1987 
Ruby Wedding 20p. variety overprint double (with normal), fine unmounted mint. S.G. .., 449a”.  
1987: Insects, 2d series 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1989: Cover to the USA, with 1986 stamps Ascension 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1988: Bicentennial Australian settlement. Royal Navy Ships 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 
















African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








1989: Land crabs 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









1989: Philex France 1989 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1989: Cover to the USA 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1989: World Stamp Expo Philex France 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 














1989: Wildlife (booklet stamps) 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












1990: Royal Navy Equipment 1815-1820 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1990: Stamp World London 1990 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1990: Christmas, works of art 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1991: 65th birthday QEII and 70th birthday Prince Philip 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1991: Royal Marines Equipment 1821-1844 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1991: Christmas. Churches 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1991: 40th anniversary of accession QEII 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1992: 50th anniversary of Wideawake Airfield 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1992: 10th anniversary of ‘liberation’ of the Falklands 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 













1993: Cover to Pitcairn Island, with stamps of 1983 and 1984 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








1993: Cover to the USA “On Postal Service”, without stamp. 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1993: 75th anniversary Royal Air Force 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1993: 25th anniversary of South Atlantic Cable 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1993: Prehistoric aquatic reptiles 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1994: Hong Kong overprint 
 
https://www.postbeeld.nl/postzegels/land/ascension/page/8  
1994: Green Turtles 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1994: Civilian ships used in Falkland war 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1995: 50th anniversary of end of WWII 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1995: Christmas. Children’s drawings 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 













1996: Queen EII 70th birthday 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 





BIRTHDAY   




1996: Birds and their Young 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1996: 30th anniversary of BBC Atlantic relay station 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1997: Hong Kong International Stamp Exhibition. Trees 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 





https://www.john-rice-stamps.co.uk/assets/images/products/large/590470252e9ba.jpg   




1997: Return of Hong Kong to China 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1997: Golden Wedding 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 
















African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1998: Biological control using insects 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1998: 80th anniversary of Royal Air Force 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1998: Migratory Birds 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







1998: Sporting activities 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 














African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








1999: Cover to Singapore, with stamp of 1998 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








1999: Royal Air Force Station cover from Ascension to Singapore, with Ascension stamps 
 
Ebay 
1999: Cover to Bangladesh 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1999: Australia World Stamp Exhibition, Melbourne. Ships 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










1999: Cover to Australia, from St Helena, with stamps of Tristan da Cunha and Ascension, with stamp 
of 1999 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






1999: Cover from Ascension via Paquebot/Saint Helena to the USA, with stamps of 1996, and 1999 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1999: 30th anniversary of manned Moon landing 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











1999: Centenary of Cables and Wireless Communication 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2000: Turtle project 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2000: 18th birthday Prince William 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2001: Hong Kong Stamp Exhibition 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2001: 500th anniversary of the discovery of Ascension Island 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2001: Birdlife. World Bird Festival, 1st series 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










Ascension postage stamps 2002-2009 as British Overseas Territory under St 
Helena 
2002: Golden Jubilee 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2002: 20th anniversary of the Falklands war 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2002: Christmas. Religious paintings 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2003: 21st birthday of Prince William 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









2003: Powered flight 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2003: Christmas. First anniversary of democracy on Ascension 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2004: Ascension Island Post Office cancellation on UK stamp 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 













2005: Pope John Paul II 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2005: Battle of Trafalgar 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







2006: Sport series 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2006: 80th birthday of QEII 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2006: Exploration and innovation 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







27.0929 : “2006, Greetings stamps complete set of four showing landscapes from Ascension Island in 
vertical IMPERFORATE gutter pairs with different salutations in centre, mint never hinged and 
scarce!”. [Christoph Gärtner Auktionshaus].  




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






2007: 25th anniversary of Falklands War 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 









2007: Centenary of scouting 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 




2.7116 : “2007, ASCENSION: Centenary of Scouting complete set of four in complete IMPERFORATE 
sheetlets with ten stamps each, mint never hinged and as complete sheetlets a great rarity!”.  
[Christoph Gärtner Auktionshaus]. 








2007: 50th anniversary of British Ornithologist Expedition 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







2008: Definitives, nature: fauna and eggs 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2008: 90th anniversary of Royal Air Force 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












Ascension postage stamps 2009-onwards as part of British Overseas Territory 
‘Saint Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha’ with equal status 
2009: Whales and Dolphins 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2009: Centenary Naval Victoria Crosses 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












2009: White-tailed Tropic Bird 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2010: Yellow Canary 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2011: Parsley Ferns 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







2011: Royal Wedding 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2011: Red-billed Tropic Bird 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2011: Christmas Pantomimes 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







67.9865 : “2011, Fairy Tales, IMPERFORATE proof se-tenant strip of four, mint never hinged”. 
[Christoph Gärtner Auktionshaus].  




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






Goatfish-Marine   




African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2012: Charles Dickens 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 












African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






87.6762: “2013, Military Aircraft, IMPERFORATE proof se-tenant strip of twelve with traffic lights and 
year date "2012" at base of design, mint never hinged”. [Christoph Gärtner Auktionshaus].  







African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2013: Margaret Thatcher 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







2013: The Frigate Bird returns to Ascension 
 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 














African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 













2014: British Settlement 1815-2015, part 2 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







2014: Christening of Prince George 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







2014: The Great War Centenary 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 







2014: 350th anniversary Royal Marines 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2015: Great Britain’s Longest Reigning Monarch 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2016: Red-footed Booby 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






2016: 90th birthday QEII 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2016: 50th anniversary BBC Relay Station 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 






Set-Cover-Stamps   





African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2017: Platinum wedding 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2018: Land crabs 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2018: Royal wedding Harry and Meghan 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 











2018: Migratory species turtles 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 










2019: 75th anniversary of D-Day 
African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 



























African Postal Heritage; African Studies Centre Leiden. APH Paper 43: Ton Dietz 








https://www.philasearch.com : auction houses and webshops: 
- Chris Rainey 
- Christ Stamps Webshop 
- Christoph Gärtner Auktionshaus 
- Compustamp 
- David Morrison 
- Filat AG 
- Grosvenor 
- Mark Bloxham 
- Soler y Llach 
- Spink London 
- Victoria Stamp Company 
 
Also see: https://www.shatps.org/ 
 
  
  
  
 
